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Perspective

Schizophrenia and the mirror system: an essay�

Michael A. Arbib∗, T. Nathan Mundhenk
Computer Science, Neuroscience, and the USC Brain Project, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089-2520, USA

Abstract

We analyze how data on the mirror system for grasping in macaque and human ground the mirror system hypothesis for the evolution of the
language-ready human brain, and then focus on this putative relation between hand movements and speech to contribute to the understanding
of how it may be that a schizophrenic patient generates an action (whether manual or verbal) but does not attribute the generation of that
action to himself. We make a crucial discussion between self-monitoring and attribution of agency. We suggest that vebal hallucinations occur
when an utterance progresses through verbal creation pathways and returns as a vocalization observed, only to be dismissed as external since
no record of its being created has been kept. Schizophrenic patients on this theory then confabulate the agent.
© 2004 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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. Introduction

How do we as humans know the agency of actions? In
articular, how does one discriminate one’s actions from that
f another person? If I am a normal adult, when I move my
and, I know I moved it and also know that someone else
id not move it. The same goes for speech and thought. Yet
chizophrenics may commit actions such as verbal utterances
nd hand movements that they erroneously attribute to other
gents, and they may erroneously attribute the actions of oth-
rs to themselves.

The symptoms of schizophrenia include delusions, hallu-
inations, disorganized speech, disorganized or catatonic be-
avior, and what are typically referred to as negative symp-

oms (affective flattening, alogia, or avolition). Hallucina-
ions can take on the form of a constant verbal running com-
entary or even include two or more voices conversing with

� The present article is based on a presentation by MAA at the conference
Movement, Action and Consciousness: Toward a Physiology of Intentional-
ty: A Symposium in Honor of Marc Jeannerod”, Lyon, 27 and 28 September,

each other (DSM-IV, 1994). In schizophrenia, the audito
verbal hallucinations (AVH) and movements of the hand
are attributed to other agents (delusions of influence) a
particular interest to us since (a) AVH seem to be ge
ated in a manner very similar to regular speech produ
(Stephane, Barton, & Boutros, 2001) and are sometimes o
servable in the form of sublingual vocalizations, and (b)
have developed an account of the brain mechanisms o
guage that relates them strongly to the mirror system
grasping, i.e., the system that is active both when the a
is grasping and when the agent observes similar action
formed by others (Arbib, 2002, in press-a; Arbib & Bota,
2003; Rizzolatti & Arbib, 1998; see Jeannerod, Arbib
Rizzolatti, & Sakata, 1995, for background). We focus o
this putative relation between hand movements and sp
as we seek to contribute to the understanding of how it
be that a schizophrenic patient generates an action bu
not attribute the generation of that action to himself.

In addition to having an understanding of what one is
ing, it is also important to know what other people are do
For this, we need both a notion ofaction, what is being done
002. We call this article “An Essay” because it provides the framework for
n approach to modeling the causes of schizophrenia, rather than the results
f our computational modeling (which is still at an early stage).
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 213 740 9220; fax: +1 213 740 5687.
E-mail addresses:arbib@pollux.usc.edu (M.A. Arbib),

andagency, who is doing it. Indeed, humans and many other
animals have a way of placing themselves in the actions of
others (Arbib, Billard, Iacoboni, & Oztop, 2000; Frith, 2002;
Rizzolatti, Fadiga, Gallese, & Fogassi, 1996). In this action-
m the
undhenk@email.usc.edu (T.N. Mundhenk).
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irror paradigm, I imagine myself moving my hands in
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way another person does, or I imagine saying something like
another person. Additionally, I do this while the other person
is executing their actions. However, to function effectively, I
must nonetheless correctly “bind” the various actions to the
appropriate agents. We propose that that the binding for ac-
tions that I commit, or actions that are directed to me, may
involve processes partially separate from those involved in
binding of actions to other agents. An example might be
the observation that delusions in schizophrenia seem to di-
rected at the patient, or from the patient to another actor. If
all agents, including the self, were created equal, we would
expect that schizophrenics would experience as many third
person delusions (actor to actor) as first person delusions (ac-
tor to self/self to actor)

2. The mirror system for grasping

The framework for our essay is provided by the Mirror
System Hypothesis, which links the control and recognition
of manual actions to the brain mechanisms, which support the
production and perception of language. We introduce this
Hypothesis in the next section. But, first we introduce the
mirror system for grasping in monkeys, and outline a model
of its development.

l of
h alled
F
E key
e rves a
h rasp

(Rizzolatti et al., 1996). Thus, F5 in monkey contains amirror
system forgraspingwhich employs a common neural code for
executedandobservedmanual actions. In addition, F5 con-
tains neurons active only for execution of grasps, but not for
observation of the grasps of others. These are calledcanonical
neurons. Fagg and Arbib (1998)developed the FARS model
for the control of the canonical F5 neurons. This was a compu-
tational model, which was used to generate a variety of inter-
esting simulations. It will help our understanding of the mir-
ror system and its putative role in schizophrenia if we first an-
alyze the FARS model and then “lift” it to the mirror system.

As we see inFig. 1, areas cIPS provides visual input to
parietal area AIP concerning the position and orientation
of the object’s surfaces. The job of AIP is then to extract
the affordances the object offers for grasping (i.e., the visu-
ally grounded encoding of “motor opportunities” for grasp-
ing the object, rather than its classification). The basic path-
way AIP→ F5 canonical→ F1 (primary motor cortex, also
known as M1) of the FARS model then transforms the (neu-
ral code for) affordance to the appropriate motor schema (F5)
and thence to the appropriate detailed descending motor con-
trol signals (F1).

Going beyond the empirical data then available,Fagg and
Arbib (1998)stressed that in general, even when attention is
focused on a single object, there may be several ways to grasp
t :

cor-
ory

uli

F afforda ne wheth
p n (ada
The system of the monkey brain for visuomotor contro
and movements has its premotor outpost in an area c
5, which contains a set of neurons, calledmirror neurons.
ach such mirror neuron is active not only when the mon
xecutes a specific grasp but also when the monkey obse
uman or other monkey execute a more-or-less similar g

ig. 1. FARS modificato: prefrontal systems modulate the choice of
otential actions encoded in premotor F5 will be released for executio
hat object. The original FARS model thus hypothesized

(a) that object recognition (mediated by inferotemporal
tex IT) can bias the computation of working mem
and task constraints and the effect of instruction stim
in various areas of prefrontal cortex (PFC), and

nces via their influence on AIP. Other prefrontal influences determier
pted from the original FARS figure of Fagg & Arbib, 1998).
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(b) that strong connections between PFC and F5 provide the
data for F5 to choose one affordance from the possibili-
ties offered by AIP.

However, contra (b), anatomical evidence (reviewed by
Rizzolatti & Luppino, 2001) was later found that demon-
strated that connections from PFC to F5 in macaque are very
limited whereas rich connections exist between prefrontal
cortex and AIP. Furthermore AIP, unlike F5, receives direct
input from IT (Webster, Bachevalier, & Ungerleider, 1994).
Rizzolatti and Luppino (2003)thus suggested that FARS be
modified so that information on object semantics and the
goals of the individual directly influence AIP rather than F5.
Thus, selection of an appropriate grip would occur in AIP by
biasing those affordances that would lead to the grip appro-
priate to the individual’s current intentions. In “FARS modifi-
cato” (Fig. 1), AIP still describes several affordances initially,
but only one of these is selected to influence F5. This affor-
dance then establishes in the F5 neurons a command which
reaches threshold for the appropriate grip once it receive a
“go signal” from F6 (pre-SMA) which (in concert with the
basal ganglia) will determine whether external and/or internal
contingencies allow the action execution. It is worth noting
that this account associatesthreeworking memory systems
with the canonical grasping system:

rent

and
in the

WM3: the basal ganglia works with F6 to keep track of the
place of the current action within some overall coordinated
control program.
Later, we will suggest the importance of yet another working
memory
WM4: a working memory, which holds information about
aspects of the recently executed trajectory. This working
memory decays rapidly over time.

Just as we have embedded the F5 canonical neurons in
a larger system involving both the parietal area AIP and the
inferotemporal area IT, so do we now stress thatthe F5mirror
neurons are part of a larger mirror system that includes (at
least) parts of the superior temporal gyrus (STS) and areaPF
of the parietal lobe. We now discuss a model of this larger
system, the MNS model (Fig. 2; Oztop & Arbib, 2002). (The
reader may consult that paper both for modeling details and
a review and references for the relevant neurophysiology.)

One path inFig. 2 corresponds to the basic pathway
AIP → F5 canonical→ M1 of the FARS model (but MNS
does not include the material on prefrontal influences). An-
other pathway (MIP/LIP/VIP→ F4) completes the “canon-
ical” portion of the MNS model, with intraparietal areas
MIP/LIP/VIP providing object location information which
enables F4 to instruct F1 to execute a reaching movement
w rest
o ding
o the
m ion –
i p or
o hat is

F ron sys d
b ality o
WM1:interactions between AIP and F5 keep track of cur
affordances in the environment;
WM2: area 46 or other PFC regions hold the location
related parameters of unattended or absent objects with
currently relevant environment (seeRolls & Arbib, 2003, for
some of the relevant issues in scene perception);

ig. 2. A schematic view of the mirror neuron system. The mirror neu
y the gray diagonal rectangle (note that this model omits the function
hich positions the hand appropriately for grasping. The
f Fig. 2 presents the core elements for the understan
f the mirror system. Mirror neurons do not fire when
onkey sees the hand movement or the object in isolat

t is the sight of the hand moving appropriately to gras
therwise manipulate a seen (or recently seen) object t

tem (MNS) model (Oztop and Arbib, 2002) focuses on the circuitry highlighte
f PFC included in the FARS model ofFig. 1).
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required for the mirror neurons attuned to the given action
to fire. This requires schemas for the recognition of both the
shape of the hand and analysis of its motion (ascribed in the
figure to STSa), and for analysis of the relation of these hand
parameters to the location and affordance of the object (7a
and 7b inFig. 2; we identify 7b with PF in what follows).

In the MNS model, thehand statewas defined as a vector
whose components represented the movement of the wrist
relative to the location of the object and of the hand shape
relative to the affordances of the object.Oztop and Arbib
(2002)showed that an artificial neural network correspond-
ing to PF and F5mirror could be trained to recognize the grasp
type from thehand state trajectory, with correct classifica-
tion often being achieved well before the hand reached the
object. The modeling assumed that the neural equivalent of a
grasp being in the monkey’s repertoire is that there is a pat-
tern of activity in the F5 canonical neurons that commands
that grasp. During training, the output of the F5 canonical
neurons, acting as a code for the grasp being executed by the
monkey at that time, was used as the training signal for the
F5 mirror neurons to enable them to learn which hand-object
trajectories corresponded to the canonically encoded grasps.
Moreover, the input to the F5 mirror neurons encodes the
trajectory of the relation of parts of the hand to the object
rather than the visual appearance of the hand in the visual
fi eu-
r ories
e oni-
c the

trained network responded not only to hand state trajectories
from the training set, but also exhibited interesting responses
to novel hand-object relationships. Despite the use of a non-
physiological neural network, simulations with the model re-
vealed a range of putative properties of mirror neurons that
suggest new neurophysiological experiments.

This training prepares the F5 mirror neurons to respond
to hand-object relational trajectories even when the hand is
of the “other” rather than the “self” because the hand state
is based on the movement of a hand relative to the object,
and thus onlyindirectly on the retinal input of seeing hand
and object – the latter can differ greatly between observa-
tion of self and other. However, the model only accepts input
related to one hand and one object at a time, and so says
nothing about the “binding” of the action to the agent of that
action.

Recently,Miall (2003), building on the work ofIacoboni
(in press)(Carr et al., 2003) has related mirror neurons to the
notion of internal models. In fact, this relationship was first
developed byArbib and Rizzolatti (1997). Fig. 3(theirFig. 4)
presents the Arbib and Rizzolatti framework for analysis of
the role of F5 in grasping. This combines mechanisms for
(1) grasping a seen object (the right hand path from “view
of object” to “grasp of object”); and (2) imitating observed
gestures in such a way as to create expectations which not
o ¨ al
f rrec-
t the
l

F f F5 in “view
o for gra anisms for
i hich e ., le
a d) erro ob
m S) and resentati
o m an F tor program
f
s

eld. As a result of this training, the appropriate mirror n
ons come to fire in response to the appropriate traject
ven when the trajectory is not accompanied by F5 can
al firing. What makes the modeling worthwhile is that

ig. 3. An integrated conceptual framework for analysis of the role o
bject” via AIP and F5 to “grasp of object” – it provides mechanisms

mitating observed gestures in such a way as to create expectations w
ction through imitation of the actions of others) and also for (delaye
atching system from “view of gesture” via gesture description (ST
f the “command” for such a gesture, and the expectation system fro
or generating a given gesture. The latter path may mediate a comparison
elf-generated movement (fromArbib & Rizzolatti, 1997; Fig. 4).
nly play a role in “social learningbut also enable the visu
eedback loop to eventually serve for (delayed) error co
ion during, e.g., reaching towards a target (the loop on
eft of the figure).

grasping. The right hand, vertical, path is the execution system fromof
sping a seen object. The loop on the left of the figure provides mech
nable the visual feedback loop to serve both for “social learning” (i.earning an
r correction during, e.g., reaching towards a target. It combines theservation
gesture recognition (mirror neurons in F5 and possibly 7b) to a repon
5 command via the expectation neural network ENN to MP, the mo

between “expected gesture” and “observed gesture” in the case of the monkey’s
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Fig. 4. The perceptuomotor coding for both observation and execution con-
tained in the mirror system for manual actions in the monkey is linked to
“conceptual systems” for interpretation and planning of such actions. The
interpretation and planning systems themselves do not have the mirror prop-
erty save through their linkage to the actual mirror system.

The Expectation Neural Network (ENN) is the “Direct
Model” of Command→ Response. When the animal gives
a command (in the sense of brain regions issuing the neu-
ral signals that command a movement), ENN generates the
expected neural code for the visual signal generated by the re-
sulting gesture. We explicitly label the input to ENN, a copy
of the motor command, as a corollary discharge. By con-
trast, the Motor Program MP provides an “Inverse Model”
of Command→ Response, by going from a desired response
to a command, which can generate it. (This formulation was
inspired in part by the work ofJordan & Rumelhart, 1992.)
Arbib and Rizzolatti (1997)speculated that the inverse model
which converts the view of a gesture to a corresponding com-
mand would most likely be located along the path leading
from STS to F5 (possibly via 7b). The reciprocal path from F5
to superior temporal sulcus would provide the direct model,
ENN. It is equally probable, however, that both ENN and
MP are located in F5 and the interplay between stages occurs
entirely within F5. If the latter interpretation is accepted, the
role of STS areas would be that of giving a highly elabo-
rated dynamic description of gestures – with the observa-
tion/execution system entirely located in the frontal lobe.

The integrated model ofFig. 3 thus relates the “grasp an
object” system to the “view a gesture” system. The expecta-
tion network is driven by F5 irrespective of whether the motor
c . It
t ment
w n
d ion”
a te an
o
fi fly
b s of
r the
g hand
p two
m ecta-
t ing”
b stand

that the former is present in monkeys, chimps, and humans,
whereas the latter is fully developed only in humans.

Although MNS was constructed as a model of the devel-
opment of mirror neurons in the monkey, we believe that it
serves equally well as a model of the development of mirror
neurons in the human infant. In any case, the model makes the
crucial assumption that the grasps, which the mirror system
comes to recognize are already in the (monkey or human)
infant’s repertoire. But this raises the question of how grasps
entered the repertoire. To simplify somewhat, the answer has
two parts:

(i) Children explore their environment and as their initially
inept arm and hand movements successfully contact ob-
jects, they learn to reliably reproduce the successful
grasps, with the repertoire being tuned through further
experience.

(ii) With more or less help from caregivers, infants come to
recognize certain novel actions in terms of similarities
with and differences from movements already in their
repertoires, and on this basis learn to produce some ver-
sion of these novel actions for themselves.

Our Infant Learning to Grasp Model (ILGM;Oztop,
Bradley, & Arbib, 2004) strongly supports the hypothesis
of part (i) that grasps are acquired through experience as the
i d to
t force-
m nt’s
h tially
b ex is
s reper-
t ling
i d by
i ave
a des
f ons,
t on-
i NS
m

to
t ad-
v ction,
a ther,
a ther
m iol-
o silent
a l and
o ense
t
o n he
p

stem
t PF of
t

ommand is “object-driven” (via AIP) or “gesture-driven”
hus creates expectations both for what a hand move
ill look like when “object-driven” (an instrumental actio
irected towards a goal) or “gesture-driven” (a “social act
imed at making a self-generated movement approxima
bserved movement). The right hand path ofFig. 3exempli-
es “learning by doing” – the ILGM model described brie
elow shows how this could be achieved by a proces
einforcement learning, in which the success/failure of
rasp acts as positive/negative reinforcement. The left
ath ofFig. 3exemplifies another mode of learning (the
ay be sequential or contemporary) which creates exp

ions about gestures as well as exemplifying “social learn
ased on imitation of gestures made by others. We under
nfant learns how to conform the biomechanics of its han
he shapes of the objects it encounters. It uses as rein
ent a signal of the stability of the grasp when the infa
and contacts an object and attempts to enclose it, ini
y means of the grasp reflex. Over time, the grasp refl
uppressed and grasps are instead extracted from the
oire built up by reinforcement learning. Further mode
s required to fully address the issues of imitation raise
n Fig. 3. The idea is that if MNS were augmented to h

population of mirror neurons which could acquire co
or observed actions not yet in the repertoire of self-acti
hen the mirror neurons would provide training for the can
cal neurons, reversing the information flow seen in the M

odel.
What is the adaptive value of mirror neuron activity

he monkey itself? Most writers have noted the adaptive
antage that such a system could have for social intera
llowing one monkey to “understand” the actions of ano
nd thus position itself to compete or cooperate with the o
onkey more effectively. However, monkey neurophys
gy to date only shows that a macaque (the data are
bout other creatures) can “recognize” certain manua
ro-facial actions made by others in the very special s

hat the neural pattern elicited in the F5 mirror neurons1 by
bserving those actions is similar to that generated whe
erforms a similar action himself.

1 And recall that the F5 mirror neurons are part of a larger mirror sy
hat includes (at least) parts of the superior temporal gyrus and area
he parietal lobe.
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However, this form of “recognition” is more akin to clas-
sification by a computer program than to the rich subjective
dimensions that often accompany a human’s recognition of
an act or situation. We arenot denying that the monkey’s
recognition of action may be quite rich (though we argue that
human language and other cognitive abilities make human
awareness very different from the monkey’s;Arbib, 2001).
Wedodeny that the mere activity of F5 mirror neurons alone
suffices to provide such richness, or to constitute “understand-
ing” the action. Consider a pattern recognition device that can
be trained to classify pixel patterns from its camera into those,
which resemble a line drawing of a circle and those, which do
not (with the degree of resemblance cut off at some arbitrary
threshold). It does notunderstandcircles. However, to the
extent that this recognition could be linked to circuitry for
drawing a circle, or for forming associations like “the outline
of the sun” or “an orthogonal cut through a cone” as yielding
an appropriate stimulus, to that extent can one say that the
systemof which the pattern recognizer is part does exhibit
some modicum of understanding. Understanding is thus not
a binary concept but rather a matter of degree; some things
may be encoded appropriately yet not understood at all, oth-
ers may be understood in great richness because their neural
encoding is linked to many other behaviors and perceptions.
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which some see as the hallmark of language (i.e., its openness
to new constructions, as distinct from having a fixed reper-
toire like that of monkey vocalizations) is present in man-
ual behavior, which can thus supply part of the evolutionary
substrate for its appearance in language.3 Arbib (2002, in
press-a)provides more details, including the logical point
that a brain that can support language need not be one that
evolved for the purpose of supporting language, any more
than our brains evolved under the pressure to ensure suc-
cess at Web surfing. Specifically, the first hominids to have
language-ready brains may have had a limited protosign and
protospeech, but no full language in the sense of a symbol sys-
tem equipped with a rich syntax that supports a compositional
semantics.

Fig. 5suggests a framework, which relates the perception
and production of language to perception and action more
generally. We distinguish Cognitive Form, which concerns
the recognition and representation of objects and actions and
their relationships, from Phonological Form, which may re-
late to signed language as much as to spoken language. We
see Cognitive Form as present in monkeys as well as (in
more complex form) in humans; while, Phonological Form
is present only in humans.

For Production, the notion is that at any time we have
much that we could possibly talk about which might be rep-
r a as-
s possi-
b ields
s g ob-
j antic
F act-
i orm
m ering
r ords
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. The Mirror System Hypothesis for language
echanisms

We have seen that premotor area F5 in macaque cont
irror system for graspingwhich employs a common neu

ode forexecutedandobservedmanual actions. The homol
ous region of the human brain is Brodmann’s area 44, w

s part of Broca’s area, traditionally thought of as a spe
rea but which has been shown by brain imaging studies
ctive when humans both execute and observe grasps (Arbib
Bota, in press). These findings are the basis for one acc

f how the human brain changed from, but built upon, th
ncestral primates to make humans “language-ready”:

he Mirror System Hypothesis. (Arbib & Rizzolatti,
997; Rizzolatti & Arbib, 1997): The parity requirement fo

anguage in humans – that what counts for the speaker
ount approximately the same for the hearer2 – is met becaus
roca’s area evolved atop the mirror system for grasping

ts capacity to generate and recognize a set of actions.

The key point in elaborating the Hypothesis is that cha
n the primate brain might have adapted the use of the h
o support pantomime (intended communication) as we
raxis, and then further evolutionary changes linking

osign and protospeech would yield a brain that could
ort language. On this view, the “openness” or “generativ

2 To include sign language as well as spoken language, “speake
hearer” may actually be using hand and face gestures rather than
estures for communication.
esented as cognitive structures (Cognitive Form; schem
emblages) from which some aspects are selected for
le expression. Further selection and transformation y
emantic structures (hierarchical constituents expressin
ects, actions and relationships), which constitute a Sem
orm enriched by linkage to schemas for perceiving and

ng upon the world. Finally, the ideas in the Semantic F
ust be expressed in words whose markings and ord

eflect the relationships within Semantic Form. These w
ust be conveyed as “phonological” structures – with ph

ogical form embracing a wide range of ordered expres
estures, which may include speech, sign, and oro-facia
ressions (and even writing and typing).

ForPerception, the received sentence must be interpr
emantically with the result updating the “hearer’s” cogni
tructures. For example, perception of a visual scene ma
eal “Who is doing what and to whom/which” as part o
on-linguisticaction-object framein cognitive form. By con

rast, theverb-argument structureis an overt linguistic rep

3 Kohler et al. (2002)found that 15% of mirror neurons in the ha
rea of F5 can respond to the distinctive sound of an action (bre
eanuts, ripping paper, etc.) as well as viewing the action.Ferrari, Gallese
izzolatti, and Fogassi (2003)show that the oro-facial area of F5 (adjacen

he hand area) contains a small number of neurons tuned to commun
estures (lip-smacking, etc.) but the observation and execution functi

hese neurons are not strictly congruent – most of the neurons are
or execution of ingestive actions, e.g., one “observed” lip protrusion
executed” syringe sucking.Fogassi and Ferrari (in press)and Arbib (in
ress-b)discuss these data in terms of the relative weight to be giv
and movements and oro-facial movements in the evolution of human
echanisms supporting language.
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Fig. 5. A view of language which places production and perception of language within a broader framework of action and perception considered more
generically. Language production and perception are viewed as the linkage of Cognitive Form (CF), Semantic Form (SF), and Phonological Form (PF), where
the “phonology” may involve vocal or manual and gestures, or just one of these, with or without the accompaniment of facial gestures.

resentation in semantic form – in modern human languages,
generally the action is named by a verb and the objects are
named by nouns or noun phrases.

A production grammarfor a language is then a specific
mechanism (whether explicit or implicit) for converting verb-
argument structures into strings of words (and hierarchical
compounds of verb-argument structures into complex sen-
tences) and vice versa for aperception grammar.

In summary, we argue that the monkey’s F5 premotor
area for the control of manual and oro-facial actions – and
a fortiori the human homologues that include Broca’s area
and serves both praxic and language-related movements of
face, hands and vocal articulators – are situated within the
neural context that links the execution and observation of
an action to the creature’s planning of its own actions and
interpretations of the actions of others. These linkages ex-
tract more or less coherent patterns from the creature’s ex-
perience of the effects of its own actions as well as the
consequences of actions by others (Fig. 4). Similarly, exe-
cution and observation of a communicative action must be
linked to the creature’s planning and interpretations of com-
munication with others in relation to the ongoing behav-
iors, which provide the significance of the communicative
gestures involved. As such we propose that while STS and
other temporal regions may recognize an agent, they must
b the
o sis,
t ntic
r uage
a n se-
m pas-
s sen-
t

l
F

GraspA(Object)
whereGraspA is a specific motor command directed toward
an object with constrained physical properties. Note that
neural activity for instrumental action must include many
sublinguistic parameters to do with the specification of reach
and grasp movements. We say F5 activity ispartof the code
because its encoding of the actionGraspA(–) must be linked
to activity elsewhere in the brain to bind the specific raisin
to the role of Object. Moreover, neural activity must include
many parameters to do with the specification of reach and
grasp movements. The full neural representation of the Cog-
nitive FormGraspA(Object) requires not only the regions
AIP and F5 canonical shown inFig. 1but also inferotempo-
ral cortex (IT), which holds the identity of the object. Other
parts of the brain (e.g., pre-SMA [F6; seeFig. 1] and basal
ganglia) then determine whether and when that command
will be executed.
Similarly, Rizzolatti and Arbib (1998)view the firing of
mirror F5 neurons as part of the code for the cognitive form
GraspA(Agent, Object)
whereGraspA denotes the specific kind of grasp applied
to the Object by the Agent. Again, this is an “action de-
scription”. If attention is focused on the agent’s hand, then
the appropriate case structure would beGraspA(Hand, Ob-
ject) as a special case ofGraspA(Instrument, Object). Thus,

ho”
orth
hen
ng a
fire
learn
gen-
in-

itive
ns
e linked to mirror systems in F5 to bind the agent to
bserved action. In terms of the Mirror System Hypothe

his may ground the linkage of the Agent in the sema
epresentation of a sentence. Note, however, that lang
lso supports alternative syntactic structures for a give
antic structure, as in the choice in English of active or

ive voice, making the Agent subject or object of the
ence.

Rizzolatti and Arbib (1998)view the activity of canonica
5 neurons as part of the code for the cognitive form
the same act can be perceived in different ways: “W
grasps versus “With what” the grasp is made. It is w
noting that the monkey’s mirror neurons do not fire w
the monkey initially observed the experimenter graspi
raisin with pliers rather than his hand but did come to
after repeated observation. We thus see the ability to
new constraints on a “slot” – in this case the observed
eralization of the Instrument role from hands alone to
clude pliers. The full neural representation of the Cogn
FormGraspA(Agent, Object) requires not only the regio
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Fig. 6. A schematic of the canonical and mirror neurons stressing that executing an action requires that executing an action requires linking that action to the
goal object (as recognized, e.g., by IT), while recognizing an action executed by another requires the further linkage of the action to the agent (who might be
recognized by STS).

AIP, STS, 7a, 7b and F5 mirror shown in the MNS diagram
(Fig. 1) and inferotemporal cortex to hold the identity of
the object (as seen for canonical neurons) but also regions
of, for example, the superior temporal sulcus not included
in MNS which hold the identity of the agent.Fig. 6 sum-
marizes the structures, which supportGraspA(Object) and
GraspA(Agent, Object) for the macaque brain - but we reit-
erate that there are no “Linguistic Forms” in the monkey’s
brain.

Fig. 7 (from Arbib & Bota, 2003) extends the canonical
grasping system (FARS model ofFig. 1) and the mirror sys-
tem for grasping (MNS model ofFig. 2) to give a sketch
of how (according to one version of the Mirror System Hy-

pothesis) the language system evolved “atop” this. Note that
this simple figure neither asserts nor denies that the extended
mirror system for grasping and the language-supporting sys-
tem are anatomically separable, nor does it address issues of
lateralization.

4. Self-monitoring versus attribution of agency

Daprati et al. (1997)had 60 subjects (30 normal control
subjects and 30 schizophrenic patients) perform a requested
movement with the right hand, and monitor its execution by
looking at an image of a hand movement – either a display
of the subject’s own movement, or a movement starting at

F ystem ernick
a arietal Note t
s
i

ig. 7. Extending the FARS model (bottom row) to include the mirror s
rea and Broca’s area “atop” this (as homologues of PF and related p

imple figure neither asserts nor denies that the extended mirror system for
t address issues of lateralization (fromArbib & Bota, in press).
for grasping (next row) and the grounding of language by integrating We’s
regions, and F5, respectively) to handle protosign and protospeech.hat this
grasping and the language-supporting system are anatomically separable, nor does
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the same time with the experimenter moving his/her gloved
hand starting from the identical initial position. Once the
movement was performed and the screen had blanked out,
the subject was asked:

You have just seen the image of a moving hand. Was it your
own hand? Answer YES if you saw your own hand perform-
ing the movement you have been executing. Answer NO in
any other case, that is if you doubt that it was your own hand
or your own movement.

One of four possible movements of the fingers was re-
quired in each trial:

1. extend thumb,
2. extend index,
3. extend index and middle finger,
4. open hand wide.

One of three possible images of the hand could be pre-
sented to the subjects in each trial:

• their own hand (Condition:Subject);
• the experimenter’s hand performing the same type of

movement (Condition:Experimenter Same); or
• the experimenter’s hand performing a different movement

(Condition:Experimenter Different).
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once the bias in displayed angles reaches between 15◦ and
20◦, a value not very different from that of controls, whereas
influenced patients did not reach the same score until the bias
increased to 30–40◦. As for the temporal bias, whereas con-
trol subjects show a clear decrease in YES responses for a
relatively small bias (100–150 ms), both influenced and non-
influenced patients do not show a decrease in the rate of YES
responses until the bias reaches 300 ms. In discussing this
result,Franck et al. (2001)assert that:

A decrease in sensitivity of this mechanism would explain
the greater difficulties met by the schizophrenic patients.
Even normal subjects misjudged the ownership of the exper-
imenter’s hand in about 30% of trials. This finding suggests
that the mechanism for recognizing actions and attributing
them to their true origin[our italics] operates with a relatively
narrow safety margin: In conditions where the visual cues are
degraded or ambiguous, it is barely sufficient for making cor-
rect judgments about the origin of action, although it remains
compatible with correct determination of agency in everyday
life.

However, the assertion “that the mechanism for recogniz-
ing actions and attributing them to their true origin” seems
to us to be a confusion between the delusional situation and
situation here where the patient knows that it is he (or she,
a atient
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Both normals and schizophrenics made virtually no e
hen subjects saw their own hand, or a hand perform
ifferent movement. The only errors occurred in theExperi-
enter Samecondition, where the median error rate was

n the control group, 17% in the non-delusional group
3% in the delusional group.

Note that these results show thatthe experiment has litt
o do with attribution of agency. In each case, it seems th
he subject knows that he has made a movement and
ype of movement it is – it is just a case of monitoring t
ovement accurately enough to tell whether a slight va

s indeed different.
To allow precise control of parameters which can af

udgment in theExperimenter samecondition, but at the co
f increased “unreality” of the task,Franck et al. (2001
onducted similar experiments using a realistic virtual h
hose movement could reproduce that of the subject’s
ut with systematic distortions. This time, subjects ha
nswer the question:

Did the movement you saw on the screen exactly c
pond to that you have made with your hand?

They had to answer YES or NO. Note that this is no lon
n agency issue – the hand is a computer hand and th

ect has to judge whether the hand “corresponds to m
ot whether the hand is a video of the subject’s own h
learly, the difference will be easier to recognize if the
erformances involve greater differences in timing or ex

All subjects showed errors when shown a distorted v
hat varied little from their own hand movement. N
elusional patients showed a sharp decrease in erro
ES responses (down to 50% of maximum number of er
-

s the case may be) who acted. In this paradigm, the p
nowshe acted. It is thus mistaken to lump all schizophr
ymptoms under the rubric of deficits in attribution of age
o clarify this, we analyze what we consider to be twodiffer-
nt factors that may affect the symptoms of schizophre
elf-monitoring, and attribution of agency.4

Self-monitoringinvolves maintaining a working memo
f one’s recent actions as a basis for evaluating their co
uences (more on this below).
Agency attributionis different from, e.g.,face recognition,

et in general must rest on the success of such process
ssume that a schizophrenic can correctly identify the pi
f a face (no prosopagnosia). But the issue is how to link
ecognition to an ongoing action. We do not, generally
ribute agency to movements of a disembodied hand. Ra
e seek to link the hand to an arm and thus to a body
ead whose face we can recognize. Of course, we can
ecognize a person by their voice or by a characteristic w
or example. But the point is that the recognition of a pe
ust be linked to the local analysis of the action for the

ion to be attributed to that person as agent. This needs
orking Memory (WM) for parts of a scene to compute th

elationship. Presumably, again, a schizophrenic can re
ize a moderately complex scene given enough time to

he contents (but if this process is too slow, one repres
ion may decay while another forms) – but the catch

4 Stephens and Graham (1994)make a different distinction – that betwe
ense of agency and sense of subjectivity (≈what Gallagher, 2000calls
ense of ownership) – distinguishing the possibility of self-ascription
sychological state from the subjective experience of the state.
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action is that it may change too quickly to be ‘recorded” if
the “writing” to WM is impaired.

In the simplest case, we see an action and we see a result,
and we perceive both who was the agent of the action and
whether the result was indeed the consequence of that action.
For the moment, inspired by the study of the mirror system for
grasping, let us consider a hand holding a knife, which pierces
someone. Normally (i.e., with highest probability), we would
attribute agency to the person of whose body the hand is part.
But how do we know who that person is? We might turn in
horror from the hand holding the knife to the face of its owner
and recognize the face as one we know, or remember a new
face for possible later identification in a line-up. Or it might be
the voice of the person that serves to identify them if the face is
obscured. How would we deny agency in this case? (Agency
is a separate issue from guilt – we are not asking whether
the knifing was a “free decision”, or in self-defense, or a
response to coercion.) We might, for example, deny agency to
the knife holder if we recognized (and this recognition might
well rest on our working memory of the last few seconds)
that the arm of the knife-holder had been jolted forward by
someone else, or that the knife-holder had not moved but
instead the victim had suddenly lunged toward him. All this
is simply to make the point that the attribution of agency
is in general a complex process integrating multiple neural
s – of
w
o
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and below the conscious level of my intentions, refining what
Arbib (1981)has called the coordinated control program that
coordinates the perceptual and motor schemas involved in
the action (a conceptual framework inspired by the empir-
ical data ofJeannerod & Biguer, 1982). As an example of
unconscious feedback, a microslip of an object I am holding
causes me to tighten my grip and this in turn leads me to pro-
vide a tighter initial grip on such objects in future (Johansson
& Westling, 1984). Similarly, when I speak I may be most
conscious of feedback on the effect of what I say on the per-
son I am speaking to – i.e., in relation to my communicative
intention – yet am constantly making adjustments at many
levels down to the detailed effects of articulation. In general,
the issuing of any command for action within the brain is ac-
companied by an expectation of the outcome of that action,
and current actions generally unfold within the context of re-
cent actions and ongoing plans which situate potential future
actions with respect to current goals. (Recall the discussion
of the diverse forms of working memory we may associate
with the elaboration of the FARS model ofFig. 1 and the
discussion of corollary discharge inFig. 3.) All of these –
goals, plans, intentions, actions, and expectations – require
“working memories”, whether the data they contain are ac-
cessible to conscious introspection or not. These contribute
on-line during the creation of action (Fletcher, Shallice, &
D ut-
c usly)
f dea
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hich the role of the STS in face recognition (cf.Fig. 6) is
ne (sometimes relevant) part.

Extending the view of the role of the mirror syst
n understanding (in the section “The Mirror System
rasping”, and recalling footnote 4) from manual, vocal
ro-facial actions, a number of authors have suggested
common set of premotor centers is involved in both ac

magination and action creation (Frith, 2002; Gallese &
oldman, 1998; Jeannerod, 1994, in press), but less attentio
as been given to the mechanisms whereby the brain
istinguish the “simulation” involved in recognizing t
ction of another from the actual creation of an ac
y the self. This suggests that this premotor activity m
e compared against the working memories that track

ntention (conscious and unconscious) for the actions
uggest that when one has a thought about saying som
r commit to a movement, one stores the intention of
ction in working memory, and this includes knowledge

he action and the relating agent, thus grounding expecta
or the behavior of oneself and others. The binding of a
o action stored in working memory plays a crucial role
ur behavior and our understanding of behavior.

When I execute an action I either have the intentio
ommit this action or recognize the action as part of a la
ntention when I receive feedback on that action. For exam
f I suddenly swerve while driving, I will not have intend
hat swerve in advance but will recognize that it was an ap
riate (but not premeditated) response to, say, an unexp
bstacle and that it fits within my overall intention. It is re
ant here that my brain can take account of feedback bo
olan 2000) as well as in reconciling expectations and o
omes and learning (whether consciously or unconscio
rom the result. My conscious intention, i.e., the overall i
f what I would like to do, requires elaboration of all
ubconscious details to assemble a coherent action. Th
embly involves many brain areas with especial import
esting on the interaction of parietal and frontal areas.

How does this tie back, then, to the work ofDaprati et al
1997)andFranck et al. (2001)? We would claim that they d
ot tap the problem of agency, but rather tap the functio
elf-monitoring. We see this function as separate from ag
s we first explain, but nonetheless relevant to agency,
hall explain thereafter.

.1. Self-monitoring as distinct from agency

We have seen that, in implementing the MNS mo
ztop and Arbib (2002)train the system to recognize wh

hand-state trajectories” – multi-dimensional trajectories
ating the motion and opposition axes of the hand to th
ation and affordances of the object – correspond to a g
rasp type (as coded by the firing of canonical F5 neur
he aim is to recognize the grasp type earlier rather than

n the trajectory, to the extent this is possible, but in any
he role of a working memory linking movement of an ag
r instrument to objects in the world is a crucial ingredien

he learning process. The same is true of motor skill lear
ore generally.5

5 In experiments in which perturbations are systematically applied a
ultiple trials (as distinct from an isolated perturbation whose cause
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4.2. Self-monitoring in relation to agency

Suppose I sweep my hand backward in an expressive ges-
ture and a moment later hear a glass drop to the floor behind
me. This near coincidence has me worrying that I might have
caused someone to drop the glass. Turning round and seeing
where the glass hit the floor and the position of the person
who dropped it, I extract from working memory an estimate
of how far my hand swept backwards to infer whether it was
likely that I caused the accident. Such a scenario is indicative
of the way in which working memory may be crucial to my
understanding of my agency with respect to certain observed
consequences. Similarly, in the case of the swerving car, I
may compare a trajectory with an expected trajectory to de-
cide (consciously or unconsciously) whether the departure
was such that I should posit an external cause. But in either
case, I know that I am the agent of my primary action, even
if it departs from my expectations whether in terms of an un-
expected consequence or an unexpected perturbation whose
cause I may (or may not) then seek.

In this perspective,Daprati et al. (1997)and Franck et
al. (2001)demonstrate that their patients have an impaired
working memory for self-monitoring (but a memory against
which comparisons are more tolerant of errors; not a
working memory that is lost) but do not address the issue of
a
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affordances (AIP) and object identity (IT). In “feedforward
mode”, the AIP activity leads to the activation of a motor
schema in F5, which in turn causes the execution of the given
action. More generally, the input may afford a variety of ac-
tions, and then the prefrontal cortex (PFC) will invoke various
constraints (including information from IT) to bias the choice
of affordance (acting on F5 in the original FARS model, but
via AIP in the “FARS Modificato” ofFig. 1). Going beyond
Fig. 1, the implemented FARS model also supports the exe-
cution of sequences. To simplify somewhat, the idea is that
the sequence is represented in pre-SMA, and that a sequence
A–B–A–C of motor schemas would be controlled by a se-
quencex1–x2–x3–x4 of states of pre-SMA, with trigger con-
ditionsy1, y2, y3 (whether external events or internal states)
for the transitions. Eachxi of SMA activates its own motor
schema, call itm(xi), but also primes the nextxi + 1, and thus
m(xi + 1). One of the jobs of the basal ganglia (BG) is to inhibit
xi + 1 from going above threshold for executingm(xi + 1) until
yi has occurred. Once it occurs, thenxi + 1 and thusm(xi + 1)
must be disinhibited,xi and thusm(xi) must be inhibited, and
xi + 2 and thusm(xi + 2) must be primed but held below the
execution threshold until the triggeryi + 1 is encountered. Ab-
stracting from this, we may say that an actionm is intended
only if there is explicit prefrontal activityx to prime it, and
other prefrontal activityy to release the inhibition that holds
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e , one
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ttribution of agency.

. Thoughts on agency

In cases of hemineglect following a parietal lesion, a
ient will deny that the arm on his neglected side is his o
ndeed, this denial is so strong that it confounds logic. S
ookheimer (personal communication, 2002) reports w

ng with a patient who was asked to follow the arm up fr
and to shoulder. The patient conceded “Well, it attach
e” yet still asserted “But I don’t think it’s mine!” and su
ested that a doctor had brought in the arm and attach

o play a trick on him. What can separate the observatio
ttachment from the sense of ownership? We will not an

he question but instead take the point that certain elem
f personal experience can be so strong that we may ref
eject this “testimony of the senses” and instead confabu
eeking a pattern of explanation – no matter how implau
that can bring the various observations into seeming c
nce. It is this general observation that we bring back to
ssay on schizophrenia.

We ask how we are to view attribution of self-agency
he attribution of self-induced movements. In this essay
imply elaborate on the diagram ofFig. 1.6 In the FARS
odel, visual input from an object is processed to ext

ry to understand), I may learn to adjust forces along an entire traje
this adjustment probably rests more on the cerebellum than on the r
f cerebral cortex that occupy us here).
6 Modeling now underway is not only filling in the details in terms
nalyzing realistic excitatory and inhibitory interactions of the neuro
ts premotor (and thus motor) activity below the threshold
xecution. In the simplest case (the canonical FARS case
ight say), the mere perception of an affordance for gr

ng an object will not be enough to yield the execution of
rasp as an intentional act. This requires priming of this
mong other acts, and the disinhibition that effectively
s a go signal.

We would argue that in general the brain simply p
esses self-actions without need to attribute agency t
ction – the brain simply does its job of integrating perc

ion, plan and action. Putting it another way, I usually br
y teeth without in addition reflecting it isI who is doing the
rushing.7 However, we hypothesize that each action is
ompanied by a more or less accurate motor working me
f the trajectory of the action. Thus, if the need arises to q

ion the agency of the action, the brain may consult its w
ng memories (the plural is significant) to determine whe
here was the (x, y) of priming and disinhibition prior to th
ction and if so whether the working memory of expe
utcome of the action sufficiently matches the observed

ectory of the outcome. On this basis, the normal brain
ecide “I am the agent”, “I was the agent but for some re

he action did not come out as intended”, or “I am not
gent”.

he areas shown inFigs. 1 and 2, but is further playing specific attention to t
oles of dopamine and serotonin in working memory in prefrontal co
ince changes in these neuromodulators have been implicated in v
isorders of working memory as well as in schizophrenia itself.
7 Note the nice grammatical point that it is “is” rather than “am” tha

he correct verb here – the “I” is viewed as a third person when I refle
y own agency.
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We close, then, with a few remarks linking all this back
to schizophrenia. Schizophrenic patients hallucinate voices
that they attribute to external agents; they also have delu-
sions that other people are creating their actions for them
and they also have delusions of influencing others to act
(DSM-IV, 1994). In addition, patients with schizophrenia
have difficulty determining whether they spoke or thought an
utterance (Brébion, Gorman, Amador, Malaspina, & Sharif,
2002; Franck et al., 2000). It has also been observed that
schizophrenic patients can project their intentions onto other
agents (Sarfati, Hardy-Bayle, Besche, & Widlocher, 1997).
For instance, a schizophrenic patient has the experience of
controlling another agent as they observe that other agent’s
actions. From this, it seems that schizophrenic patients have
difficulty not only in understanding the nature of their actions,
but also in terms of knowing who is controlling an action.

We admit that our above account appears quite complex
at first, but our experience with the FARS and MNS models
and with modeling the basal ganglia suggests that it a useful
simplification rather than an unprincipled complexification.
Given this complexity, there may be many places at which the
attribution of agency breaks down. In our forthcoming work,
we will first explore the notion that that the primary deficit is
in the lack of adequate control of disinhibition. Thus an action
may be committed without need for a disinhibitory signalx
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hallucinates that another agent is causing his hand to move.
This leads us to stress the relevance of the Mirror System
Hypothesis for the study of schizophrenia. Extending the
Hypothesis, we suggest that the working memories for lan-
guage production are evolved from, yet still closely related
to, those for hand movements. This would explain why the
disease does not strike all working memories and all “re-
leasers of intention” equally but most affects those for hand
movements and language. We suggest that schizophrenia is
a disorder of the combined system, but also stress that the
disorder leads to an impairment of this working memory sys-
tem that is statistical in effect, rather than simply excising
the whole system. Thus, depending on “where the dice fall”,
the patient’s misattribution of agency may be related more
to hands or voices, or may affect both in large part. We thus
suggest that auditory verbal hallucinations are accounted for
by the observation that auditory pathways are active during
hallucination (Stephane et al., 2001) and produce a verbal
process of some internal voice, but since no record is kept of
the voice being created, it is treated as external. That is, an
utterance is created and progresses through verbal creation
pathways, and returns as a vocalizationobserved, only to be
dismissed as external since no record of it being created has
been kept. Schizophrenic patients by this theory then con-
fabulate the agent. The confabulated agent then takes on a
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e
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hat represents the decision to execute the action. Lackin
emory of having intended the action, the patient concl

I am not the agent” and then proceeds to confabulat
rovide an account for the agency of the observed action
ccount is consistent with – but offers a fresh perspectiv
the hypothesis that the problems of schizophrenia inv
orking memory (Perlstein, Dixit, Carter, Noll, & Cohe
003; Posada, Franck, Georgieff, & Jeannerod, 2001). Frith,
lakemore, and Wolpert (2000)(Frith, 2002) argue that whe
normal person executes an action, the observation o

ction is fed back and compared to the action represen
eld in working memory, whereas in a schizophrenic pa

he record of the action is lost. However, the previous se
ooked at cases where the patient is well aware of ha
imself made a movement – the issue is whether he ju
similar movement on a TV screen as (based on) his ow

hat of the experimenter, and the data suggest not so
hat the record of the action is lost as that is “blurred”
hort, the knowledge or memory that one has committe
ction seems distinguishable from the accuracy with w

hat action is recalled –we must distinguish attribution
gency from self-monitoring. The Franck et al. data sugg
hat the schizophrenic certainly knows that many of
ctions are self-initiated and then remembers his actio
ith “permissive parameters”. In other words, the “mem
f intending” is perhaps more important than “the detail
hat was intended.”
Schizophrenic misattributions of agency are comm

inked to hand movements and language. While delusio
nfluence are not as common as auditory verbal halluc
ions, in most cases they take the form that the schizoph
trong identity persisting across hallucinatory episodes,
f the fictitious agent is nowhere to be found, or does
ven exist.
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